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1. INTRODUCTION 
In some previous papers, [4]-[7], we have studied some aspects of the 
problem of determining the asymptotic behavior of solutions of two-point 
boundary value problems of the form 
xn = Ax + g(x), x(0) = c, x’(T) = 0, (1) 
as T---f co. Our aim was to obtain results analogous to those of classical 
Poincare-Lyapunov theory, [3]. The method we used depended crucially 
upon the assumptions that 11 c I/ < 1 and 11 g(x) I/ = o(li x [I) as 11 x I/ + 0. 
In this paper we wish to show that the conditions that 11 c I/ < 1 and 
11 g(x) II = o(ll x 11) can be omitted, provided that we restrict ourselves to the 
special, but important, class of equations which arise as the Euler equations 
of the functional 
J(x) = j[W 4 + &Ax) + 2441 & (2) 
where A is a positive definite matrix. In this case, g(x) = grad h(x). 
We make first the additional assumption that h(x) is convex. This guaran- 
tees the existence of the minimum of J(X), a minimum furnished by then 
necessarily unique solution of (1); cf. [l], [2], and secondly the assumption 
that h(x) > 0 for all X. Finally, we suppose that sr h(ce-t) dt exists for any c. 
We then assert that the solution of (1) approaches zero as t and T + co. 
Once /I x(t) II becomes small, we can apply the results of [4] to specify precise 
asymptotic behavior. 
The proof proceeds by means of a series of simple individual results. 
2. BOUNDEDNESS OF I/ x(t) 11 
Let us begin by establishing the uniform boundedness of x(t). We have 
J(x) = ,,)(&x') + (x,Ax) + 2Wl dt < J(xo) (1) 
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for any admissible function x0(t). Choose x0 = ct+. Then 
J(xo) = jr [ect{(c, C) + tc, nlc)> + 2h(0+)] at 
< 
s 
,” [ect(c, c) + (c, AC)} + 2h(cct)] dt 
for T 3 0. 
Hence 
I (x(t), x(t)) - (c, 4 I = 1 2 j; (x, 44 1 J < ‘1 [(x, -4 + (x’, 41 dt 
< k, s 1 [(x, Ax) + - (x’, x’)] dt 
rt 
< k, J [(x, 4 + lx', x') + W41 dt <k&) (3) 
0 
for some k, > 0. Here we have used both the nonnegativity of h(x) and the 
positive definite character of A. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF f(c, T) 
Let us denote the integrand in J(x) by 4(x) and let 
f(c, T) = m$ J(x). (1) 
Furthermore, write x(t, T) to denote the minimizing function over the 
interval [0, T]. 
It is clear from the positivity of 4(x) that f(c, T) is monotone increasing 
as a function of T. The result in (2.2) shows thatf(c, T) is uniformly bounded 
as T + co. Hence, f(c, T) converges as T--f co. It follows that 
for T > S > T,(E). 
From this we have 
f(c, T) -f(c, S) < 6 (2) 
j:4Mt> T)) dt - j,“#Gk 9) dt 
= j~~(x(t, T)) dt - j,“cbW, S)) dt + j+4t, T)) dt < l . (3) 
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Let us now use the fact that x(t, S) is the minimizing function over [0, S]. 
This entails 
s 
s 
o +(x(t, T)) dt - js4(+, S)) dt >, 0. (4) 
0 
Thus, we can conclude from (3) that 
for T 3 S > T,(E). 
s 
T 
s+(X(t, T)) dt < 6 (5) 
Taking account of the nonnegativity of h(x), we can conclude that 
s 
T (d, x’) dt < E, 
S 
j’(x, Ax) dt < E. 
S 
Since A is positive definite, we have 
j’(x, x) dt < k, j’(x, Ax) dt < k3c = cl (7) 
S S 
(6) 
for some k, > 0. 
4. CONCLUSION OF PROOF 
It is now an easy step to show that [I x(t) 11 becomes small for t large. Take 
T - S > 1. Then in the interval [S, S + l] there must be a point where 
(x(t), x(t)> G 61 > since sp (x, x) dt < cl . Let t, be such a point. Consider 
(x(t), x(t)) - W,), x(Q) = 2 j)+, 4 4 , t 2 t, (1) 
Then 
I (x(t), x(t)) - WJ, x(Q) I = 2 / j" (~9 4 4 1 h 
G j12 (x, 4 4 + ji2 (xr, x') dt, 
< jr1 (x, 4 4 + j; (~‘9 x’) 4 
< El + E- 
Thus, once (x(t), x(t)) b ecomes small, it remains small. 
(2) 
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5. DISUJSSIOK 
An interesting point to observe is that we have deduced that (x(t), x(t)) 
becomes small for t > TO + 1 without any use of the Euler equation. This 
becomes an important point when we wish to examine control processes 
subject to constraints and functionals of more complex nature. 
If we employ the Euler equation, we can similarly readily conclude that 
1) x’(t) /I remains small for t > S. 
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